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While all are within the tactical security solution spaces, the management
portion attempts to rank-order what to do next. So how do organizations
conduct security management? How do they prioritize the allocation of significant, but limited, resources for an expanding list of vulnerabilities? In
other words, how do they make cybersecurity decisions to allocate limited
resources in a fight against such uncertain and growing risks?
Certainly a lot of expert intuition is involved, as there always is in management. But for more systematic approaches, the vast majority of organizations concerned with cybersecurity will resort to some sort of “scoring”
method that ultimately plots risks on a “matrix.” This is true for both very
tactical level issues and strategic, aggregated risks. For example, an application with multiple vulnerabilities could have all of them aggregated into one
score. Using similar methods at another scale, groups of applications can
then be aggregated into a portfolio and plotted with other portfolios. The aggregation process is typically some form of invented mathematics unfamiliar
to actuaries, statisticians, and mathematicians.
In one widely used approach, “likelihood” and “impact” will be rated
subjectively, perhaps on a 1 to 5 scale, and those two values will be used to
plot a particular risk on a matrix (variously called a “risk matrix,” “heat map,”
“risk map,” etc.). The matrix—similar to the one shown in Figure 1.1—is
then often further divided into sections of low, medium, and high risk.
Events with high likelihood and high impact would be in the upper-right
“high risk” corner, while those with low likelihood and low impact would
be in the opposite “low risk” corner. The idea is that the higher the score,
the more important something is and the sooner you should address it. You
may intuitively think such an approach is reasonable, and if you thought so
you would be in good company.

Likelihood

Impact
Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Critical

Catastrophic

1

2

3

4

5

Frequent

5

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Likely

4

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

Occasional

3

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Seldom

2

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Improbable 1

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Figure 1.1 The familiar risk matrix (a.k.a. heat map or risk map)
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A Simple One‐for‐One Substitution
We can start down a path for better risk assessment simply by replacing elements of the method most cybersecurity experts are already familiar with—
the risk matrix. Like the risk matrix, we will only depend on the judgment
of subject matter experts in cybersecurity. They continue to make a subjective, expert judgment about likelihood and impact, just as analysts now do
with the risk matrix. No data is required other than the information that
cybersecurity analysts may already use to inform their judgments with a risk
matrix. As before, experts can use as much data as they like to inform what
ultimately comes down to a subjective judgment.
We only propose that instead of using the scales like “high, medium,
low” or 1 to 5, experts learn how to subjectively assess the actual quantities
behind those scales—that is, probability and dollar impact. In Table 3.1, we
summarize how we propose to replace each element of the common risk
matrix with a method that uses explicit probabilities.
The method proposed is, like the risk matrix, really just another expression of your current state of uncertainty. It does not yet reflect a proper

Table 3.1 Simple Substitution of Quantitative vs. the Risk Matrix
Instead of:

We Substitute:

Rating likelihood on a scale of 1 to 5 or
“low” to “high.” Example: “Likelihood
of X is a 2” or “Likelihood of X is
medium”

Estimating the probability of the event
occurring in a given period of time
(e.g., 1 year). Example: “Event X has
a 10% chance of occurring in the
next 12 months.”
Estimating a 90% confidence interval
for a monetized loss. Example:
“If event X occurs, there is a 90%
chance the loss will be between $1
million and $8 million.”
Using the quantitative likelihood
and impact to generate a “loss
exceedance curve”—a quantitative
approach to expressing risk—using
a simple Monte Carlo simulation
done in a spreadsheet
Comparing the loss exceedance
curve to a risk tolerance curve and
prioritizing actions based on return
on mitigation

Rating impact on a scale of 1 to 5 or
“low” to “high.” Example: “Impact of
X is a 2” or “Impact of X is medium”

Plotting likelihood and impact scores on
a risk matrix

Further dividing the risk matrix into risk
categories like “low/medium/high”
or “green/yellow/red” and guessing
whether you should do something
and what you should do
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with a given mean and standard deviation will produce a value of x or less.
The inverse probability function, on the other hand, tells you the value of
x given a probability. In Excel, the inverse probability function for a normal
distribution is
= norminv ( probability, mean, standard deviation )
(Note: Recent versions of Excel also use “norm.inv()” but “norminv()”
will still work.) If you use the Excel rand() function in place of the probability term, this will produce a normally distributed random value with
the stated mean and standard deviation. The standard deviation is a sort of
measure of the width of a probability distribution, but it is not really a very
intuitive quantity for an expert to estimate. It will be better if we just ask the
expert for a 90% confidence interval as described earlier. This can be used
to compute the required parameters like a mean and standard deviation
based on an upper bound (UB) and lower bound (LB) of describing a range
of potential losses provided by the expert.
We are going to turn that range into a probability distribution of a particular type that we will use often: the “lognormal” distribution. The lognormal
distribution is a variation of the more familiar, bell‐shaped “normal” distribution. It is just a normal distribution on the log of a value we want to simulate
and it is a distribution that is usually a much better representation of reality.
Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of this distribution compared to the
normal distribution. Notice how the lognormal distribution is lopsided or
“skewed,” unlike the normal distribution. The lognormal distribution can’t
generate a zero or negative amount, but it has a tail to the right that allows
for the possibility of extremely large outcomes. This is why it is often a realistic representation of the probability of various amounts of loss. A normal
90%

Lognormal
Distribution
90%
Normal
Distribution

0

$1 million

$2 million

$3 million

Figure 3.1 The Lognormal versus Normal Distribution

$4 million

$5 million
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there is a 1% chance the loss will exceed 2.6 times the stated upper bound
($2.6 million). If the 90% CI was $1,000 to $10 million, then there is a 1%
chance the loss could be more than 6.7 times the upper bound ($67 million). If that seems like too much, then reconsider the width of the range
or simply truncate the generated value to some maximum. If we wanted to
say that $10 million was the maximum loss, then we could use the Excel
function =min(Loss,$10000000) to take the lesser of the loss or $10 million.
Appendix A has more distributions that will be more appropriate for
certain kinds of problems. It provides the Excel formulas for them, along
with a description of when different distributions are appropriate. Later, we
will review some considerations for choosing distributions.

Adding Up the Risks
For a large number of events and impacts, we could make a table like Table
3.2 to simulate all of the losses for all of the events (an example is provided
for download at www.howtomeasureanything.com/cybersecurity.)
The value of interest in this particular trial is the total losses: $23,345,193.
All you have to do now is run a few thousand more trials to see what
the distribution of losses will be. Every time you recalculate this table you
would see a different value come up in the total. (If you are an MS Office
user on a PC, “recalculate” should be your F9 key.) If you could somehow
record every result in a few thousand trials, then you have the output of a
Monte Carlo simulation.

Table 3.2 Excel Example of Cyber Incidents

Event
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH

ZM
ZN
Total:

Probability
of the event
occurring in
a year
.1
.05
.01
.03
.05
.1
.07
.02

Lower Bound
of the 90% CI
$50,000
$100,000
$200,000
$100,000
$250,000
$200,000
$1,000,000
$100,000

Upper Bound
of the 90% CI
$500,000
$10,000,000
$25,000,000
$15,000,000
$30,000,000
$2,000,000
$10,000,000
$15,000,000

.05
.01

$250,000
$1,500,000

$30,000,000
$40,000,000

Random Result
(zero when the
event did not
occur)
0
$8,456,193
0
0
0
0
$2,110,284
0

0
0
$23,345,193
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The easiest way to do this in Excel is with a “data table” in the “What-If
Analysis” tools. You can run as many trials as you like and show each individual result without you having to copy Table 3.2 thousands of times. The
data table lets the Excel user see what a series of answers would look like
in a formula if you could change one input at a time. For example, you
might have a very big spreadsheet for computing retirement income that
includes current savings rates, market growth, and several other factors.
You might want to see how the estimate of project duration changes if you
modified your monthly savings from $100 to $5,000 in $100 increments.
A data table would automatically show all of the results as if you manually changed that one input each time yourself and recorded the result.
The spreadsheet you can download at www.howtomeasureanything.com/
cybersecurity uses this method.
If you want to find out more about data tables in general, the help
pages for Excel can take you through the basics, but we do make one
modification in the example spreadsheet. Usually, you will need to enter
either a “column input cell” or “row input cell” (we would just use “column
input cell” in our example) to identify which value the data table will be
repeatedly changing to produce different results. In this case, we don’t
really need to identify an input to change because we already have the

Table 3.3 The Excel Data Table Showing 10,000 Scenarios of Cybersecurity
Losses
Data Table for 10,000
Scenarios
$23,345,193
$5,937,544
1
2
$0
3
$3,744,959
4
$26,814,529
5
$12,048,171
6
$0
7
$2,865,619

This cell contains the function you want to
replicate. In this case, it is simply the sum of the
entire “Random Result” column in Table 3.2.
Each of these rows is a potential value for
the total of the “Random Result” column in
Table 3.2.
If a row has a value of “$0”, it means that no
loss-producing event occurred from any of the
risks listed in Table 3.2 in that trial. If your
organization has enough risks, most years you
will have some losses.

9999 $12,300,384
10000 $14,639,831
(From the example provided in www.howtomeasureanything.com/cybersecurity.)
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Visualizing Risk
The risk matrix familiar to anyone in cybersecurity is widely used because
it appears to serve as a simple illustration of likelihood and impact on one
chart. In our proposed simple solution, we have simply replaced the likelihood scale with an explicit probability, and the impact with a 90% CI representing a range of potential losses.
In our proposed solution, the vertical axis can still be represented by
a single point—a probability as opposed to a score. But now the impact is
represented by more than a single point. If we say that an event has a 5%
chance of occurrence, we can’t just say the impact will be exactly $10 million. There is really a 5% chance of losing something, while perhaps there
is a 2% chance of losing more than $5 million, a 1% chance of losing more
than $15 million, and so on.
This amount of information cannot be plotted with a simple point on
a two‐dimensional chart. Instead, we can represent this with a chart called
a “loss exceedance curve” or LEC. In the spirit of not reinventing the wheel
(as risk managers in many industries have done many times), this is a concept also used in financial portfolio risk assessment, actuarial science, and
what is known as “probabilistic risk assessment” in nuclear power and other
areas of engineering. In these other fields, it is also variously referred to as a
“probability of exceedance” or even “complementary cumulative probability
function.” Figure 3.2 shows an example of an LEC.

Chance of Loss or Greater

This means there is about a 40% chance of losing more than $10 million
in a year and about a 15% chance of losing more than $100 million.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
$0

$1

$10

Loss (Millions)

Figure 3.2 Example of a Loss Exceedance Curve

$100

$1,000
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Explaining the Elements of the Loss Exceedance Curve

Chance of Loss or Greater

Figure 3.2 shows the chance that a given amount would be lost in a given
period of time (e.g., a year) due to a particular category of risks. This curve
can be constructed entirely from the data generated in the previous data table
example (Table 3.3). A risk curve could be constructed for a particular vulnerability, system, business unit, or enterprise. An LEC can show how a range of
losses is possible (not just a point value) and that larger losses are less likely
than smaller ones. In the example shown in Figure 3.2 (which, given the
scale, would probably be enterprise‐level cybersecurity risks for a large organization), there is a 40% chance per year of losing $10 million or more. There
is also about a 15% chance of losing $100 million or more. A logarithmic scale
is used on the horizontal axis to better show a wider range of losses (but that
is just a matter of preference—a linear scale can be used, too).
We can also create another variation of this chart by adding a couple
more curves. Figure 3.3 shows three curves: inherent risk, residual risk, and
risk tolerance. Inherent versus residual risk is a common distinction made in
cybersecurity to represent risks before the application of proposed controls
(i.e., methods of mitigating risks) and risks after the application of controls, respectively. Inherent risk, however, doesn’t have to mean a complete
lack of controls, since this is not a realistically viable alternative. Inherent
risk might be defined instead as including only minimal required controls.
Those are controls where it would be considered negligent to exclude them
so there really is no dilemma about whether to include them. The differences between inherent and residual risks are only truly discretionary
controls—the sorts of controls where it would be considered a reasonable
option to exclude them. Examples of minimal controls may be password
protection, firewalls, some required frequency of updating patches, limiting
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Risk Tolerance

Inherent Risk

Residual Risk

$0

$1

$10

$100

Loss (Millions)

Figure 3.3 Inherent Risk, Residual Risk, and Risk Tolerance

$1,000
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Table 3.4 Histogram for a Loss Exceedance Curve
Histogram for Loss Exceedance Curve
Loss

Probability per Year of
Loss or Greater

$−

99.9%

$500,000

98.8%

$1,000,000

95.8%

$1,500,000

92.6%

$2,000,000

88.4%

$2,500,000

83.4%

$3,000,000

77.5%

$24,000,000

3.0%

$24,500,000

2.7%

in the spreadsheet. More curves can be added simply by adding more
columns of data. The residual risk curve, for example, is just the same
procedure but based on your estimated probabilities and impacts (which
would presumably be smaller) after your proposed additional controls are
implemented.
One disadvantage of the LEC chart is that if multiple LECs are shown,
it can get very busy looking. While in the typical risk matrix, each risk is
shown as a single point (although an extremely unrealistic and ambiguous
point), an LEC is a curve. This is why one organization that produced a
chart with a large number of LECs called it a “spaghetti chart.” However, this
complexity was easily managed just by having separate charts for different
categories. Also, since the LECs can always be combined in a mathematically proper way, we can have aggregate LEC charts where each curve on
that chart could be decomposed into multiple curves shown on a separate, detailed chart for that curve. This is another key advantage of using a
tool like an LEC for communicating risks.  We provide a spreadsheet on the
book’s website to show how this is done.
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1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

First Judgment of Duplicate Pair

Figure 4.1 Duplicate Scenario Consistency: Comparison of First and Second
Probability Estimates of Same Scenario by Same Judge
What we observe is that 26% of the time, there was a difference greater
than 10 percentage points between the first and second estimate—for example, the first estimate was 15% and the second was 26%. Some differences
were much more extreme. There were even 2.7% where the difference was
greater than 50 percentage points. See Figure 4.2 for a summary of these
response inconsistencies.
As inconsistent as this may seem, it’s actually worse than it looks. We
have to compare this inconsistency to the “discrimination” of the expert.
That is, how much do the experts’ responses vary for a given type of event?
The probabilities estimated varied substantially by the type of risk being assessed. For example, availability risk (a system going down) was generally
given probabilities that were higher than an integrity risk where someone
could actually steal funds with unauthorized transactions. If all of the responses of the expert only varied between, say, 2% and 15% for a given type
of risk (say, the chance of a major data breach), then a 5 or 10 percentage
point inconsistency would make up a large part of how much the judge
varied their answers.
Consistency is partly a measure of how diligently the expert is considering
each scenario. For some of the experts, the inconsistency accounted for most
of the discrimination. Note that if inconsistency equaled discrimination, this
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Summary of Inconsistencies
40%
Share of Responses w/ Given
Difference or Greater

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65
Difference between Duplicate Scenarios, Same Expert

Figure 4.2 Summary of Distribution of Inconsistencies

would be what we would observe if an expert were just picking probabilities at random regardless of the information provided. In our surveys, most
judges appeared to at least try to carefully consider the responses with the
information provided. Still, we see that inconsistency accounts for at least
21% of discrimination. That is a significant portion of the expert’s judgment
reflecting nothing more than personal inconsistency.
We should note that a small percentage of the duplicates were discovered by the participants. Some would send an e-mail saying, “I think
there is an error in your survey. These two rows are identical data.” But
nobody who found a duplicate found more than two, and most people
discovered none. More importantly, the discovery of some duplicates by
the estimators would only serve to reduce the observed inconsistency.
The fact that they happened to notice some duplicates means that their
consistency was measured to be higher than it otherwise would have
been. In other words, inconsistency is at least as high as we show, not
lower.
Fortunately, we can also show that this inconsistency can be reduced
and this will result in improved estimates. We can statistically “smooth” the
inconsistencies of experts using mathematical methods that reduce estimation error of experts. The authors have had the opportunity to apply
these methods specifically in cybersecurity (the inconsistency data shown in
Figure 4.1 were from real-world projects where we applied these methods).
We will describe these methods in more detail later in the book.
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know the level of acceptance of current methods and perceptions about
quantitative methods. So, we asked 171 cybersecurity specialists from a
variety of backgrounds and industries to answer some questions about
statistics and the use of quantitative methods in cybersecurity. Survey participants were recruited from multiple information security related groups
including the Society for Information Risk Assessment (SIRA), ISACA, and
three of the largest discussion groups on LinkedIn. There were a total of
63 questions covering topics such as personal background, their organizations, and breaches experienced. The survey also included questions
related to the use of quantitative methods in cybersecurity and a quiz containing basic statistics‐literacy questions.
Part of the survey contained a set of 18 questions we referred to as Attitudes Toward Quantitative Methods (ATQM). These helped us assess the
opinions of cybersecurity experts as being more supportive of the use of
quantitative methods or more skeptical. Within the ATQM, we had two subsets. Some of the questions (7 to be exact) had responses that were clearly
more “anti‐quantitative,” such as, “Information security is too complex to
model with quantitative methods.” These questions made much sharper distinctions between supporters and opponents of quantitative methods. Other
questions were about attitudes that were not directly anti‐quantitative but
indicated an acceptance of the value of nonquantitative methods—for example, “Ordinal scales help develop consensus for action.” Table 5.1 shows
a few examples from each group of ATQM questions.

Table 5.1 Selected Examples of Survey Questions About Attitudes Toward
Quantitative Methods
Statement from Survey
Ordinal scales must be used because
probabilistic methods are not
possible in cybersecurity.
Probabilistic methods are impractical
because probabilities need exact
data to be computed and we don’t
have exact data.
Quantitative methods don’t apply in
situations where there are human
agents who act unpredictably.
Commonly used ordinal scales help
us develop consensus for action.

Percent Agreeing
(Positive Responses/Number Responding)
18%
(28/154)
23%
(37/158)

12%
(19/158)
64%
(99/154)
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Figure 5.1 Variations of NATO Officers’ Interpretations of Probability Phrases
Source: Heuer, Psychology of Intelligence Analysis, 1999.
and “Very Unlikely” was defined as “Less than 10%”), these rules were violated over half the time. In other words, even when participants were told
exactly what the terms meant, they interpreted the terms in the context of
the statement they were presented in. In that way, the phrase “Very Likely”
meant something different to the subjects when it was in the context of
temperature extremes, glaciers melting, or sea level rise.
Table 5.2 shows how widely the subjects in Budescu’s study interpreted
these verbal scales even when they were given specific directions regarding
what they meant. It appears that about half of respondents ignored the guidelines (perhaps the term “guideline” itself invited too much interpretation).
Table 5.2 Variance in Understanding Selected Common Terms Used to Express
Uncertainty in the IPCC Report
Examples of
Some Likelihood
Terms Used in
the Report
Very Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Very Unlikely

IPCC
Guidelines for
Meaning
More than 90%
Between
66% to 90%
Between
10% and 33%
Less than 10%

Minimum
of All
Responses

Maximum
of All
Responses

Percentage
of Responses
That Violated
Guidelines

43%
45%

99%
84%

58%
46%

8%

66%

43%

3%

75%

67%

Source: David V. Budescu, Stephen Broomell, and Han‐Hui Por, University of Illinois at
Urbana‐Champaign.
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exactly what the terms meant, they interpreted the terms in the context of
the statement they were presented in. In that way, the phrase “Very Likely”
meant something different to the subjects when it was in the context of
temperature extremes, glaciers melting, or sea level rise.
Table 5.2 shows how widely the subjects in Budescu’s study interpreted
these verbal scales even when they were given specific directions regarding
what they meant. It appears that about half of respondents ignored the guidelines (perhaps the term “guideline” itself invited too much interpretation).
Table 5.2 Variance in Understanding Selected Common Terms Used to Express
Uncertainty in the IPCC Report
Examples of
Some Likelihood
Terms Used in
the Report
Very Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Very Unlikely

IPCC
Guidelines for
Meaning
More than 90%
Between
66% to 90%
Between
10% and 33%
Less than 10%

Minimum
of All
Responses

Maximum
of All
Responses

Percentage
of Responses
That Violated
Guidelines

43%
45%

99%
84%

58%
46%

8%

66%

43%

3%

75%

67%

Source: David V. Budescu, Stephen Broomell, and Han‐Hui Por, University of Illinois at
Urbana‐Champaign.
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regions of “low” to “high” risk). He investigates all the less‐than‐obvious
consequences of various forms of ordinal scales and risk matrices and how
they can lead to decision‐making error.9
One such error is what he refers to as “range compression.” Range compression is a sort of extreme rounding error introduced by how continuous
values like probability and impact are reduced to a single ordinal value. No
matter how the buckets of continuous quantities are partitioned into ordinal
values, choices have to be made that undermine the value of the exercise.
For example, the upper end of impact may be defined as “losses of $10 million or more” so that $10 million and $100 million are in the same bucket.
To adjust for this, either the $10 million must be increased—which means
the ranges in the lower categories also must be widened—or the number of
categories must be increased.
Range compression is further exacerbated when two ordinal scales are
combined onto a matrix. Cox shows how this can result in two very different risks being plotted in the same cell (i.e., the position at a given row
and column in a matrix) and how a higher‐risk cell can contain a risk that
is lower than a risk in a low‐risk cell. To see this, consider the risk matrix
shown in Table 5.3. It is drawn from an actual risk matrix example promoted by a major consulting organization.
First, let’s look at how two very different risks can end up in the same
cell. We’ll plot two risks in the “Seldom” likelihood category, which ranges
from “greater than 1% and up to 25%” to the maximum loss category, “$10
million or more.” The two risks are:
■■
■■

Risk A: likelihood is 2%, impact is $10 million
Risk B: likelihood is 20%, impact is $100 million

Table 5.3 Risk Matrix Example to Illustrate Range Compression Problems
Impact
Negligible

<$10K
Likelihood Frequent
Likely

Minor

Moderate

$10K to
<$100K

$100K to
<$1 Million

99%+

Medium

Medium

High

>50%–99%

Critical

Catastrophic

$1 Million
to <$10
Million
≥$10 Million
High

High
High

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Occasional >25%–50%

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Seldom

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

>1%–25%

Improbable ≤1%
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Thomas et al. also estimated a “Lie Factor” for each of several types
of risk matrices. The Lie Factor is a measure defined by Edward Tufte and
Peter Graves‐Morris in 1983 based on how much data is distorted in a chart
by misleading features of the chart, intentional or otherwise.12 This is effectively a variation on the “range compression” that Cox examined in detail.
Using a particular method for computing the Lie Factor, they found that the
ratio of distortions of data averaged across the various risk matrix designs
was in excess of 100. To get a sense of what a Lie Factor of 100 means, consider that when Edward Tufte explained this method he used an example
that he classified as a “whopping lie”—it had a Lie Factor of 14.8.
Thomas et al. found that any design of a risk matrix had “gross inconsistencies and arbitrariness” embedded within it. Their conclusion is consistent with the conclusions of everyone who has seriously researched risk
matrices:
How can it be argued that a method that distorts the information underlying an engineering decision in non‐uniform and uncontrolled ways
is an industry best practice? The burden of proof is squarely on the
shoulders of those who would recommend the use of such methods to
prove that the obvious inconsistencies do not impair decision making,
much less improve it, as is often claimed.
They presented these findings in a webinar that was part of Stanford’s Strategic Decision and Risk Management lecture series. To drive home their
finding, one of the PowerPoint slides in their presentations contained a
large rectangular space titled “Heat Map Theory and Empirical Testing” (see
Figure 5.2). Showing a little humor combined with a lot of seriousness, the
rectangle was empty.
Heat Map Theory and Empirical Testing

Figure 5.2 Heat Map Theory and Empirical Testing
Source: P. Thomas, R. Bratvold, and J. E. Bickel, “The Risk of Using Risk Matrices,”
Society of Petroleum Engineers Economics & Management 6, no. 2 (April 2014): 56–66.
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alternative to that model. The first model may have error, but if the alternative has even more error, then you stick with the first.
This fundamental fallacy seems to be behind several arguments against
the use of quantitative, probabilistic methods. We only need to list a few
and you will see how each of the objections can be countered with the
same response.

Beliefs about the Feasibility of Quantitative Methods: A Hard Truth
Some cybersecurity experts in the survey (18%) said they agreed with the
statement “Ordinal scales must be used because probabilistic methods are
not possible in cybersecurity.” This can be disproven by virtue of the fact
that every method we discuss in this book has already been used in real
organizations many times. Holding a belief that these methods are not practical is sort of like telling an airline pilot that commercial flight isn’t practical.
So where does this resistance really come from?
Our survey indicated one potential reason behind that position: Statistical literacy is strongly correlated with acceptance of quantitative methods.
One set of questions in the survey tested for basic understanding of statistical and probabilistic concepts. We found that those who thought quantitative methods were impractical or saw other obstacles to using quantitative
methods were much more likely to perform poorly on statistical literacy.
The statistical literacy section of the survey had 10 questions related to
basic statistical literacy. Many of those survey items were based on questions
that had been used in other surveys on statistical literacy by Kahneman and
others. Some of the questions involved common misunderstandings of correlation, sample size, inferences from limited data, the meaning of “statistically significant,” and basic probabilities (see example in Table 5.4).
Table 5.4 Example Stats Literacy Question
Assume the probability of an event, X, occurring in your firm sometime in
2016 is 20%. The probability of this event goes to 70% if threat T exists. There
is a 10% probability that threat T exists. Which of the following statements is
true?
A. If the threat T does not exist, the probability of the event X must be less than
20%.*
B. If the event X does not occur, then T does not exist.
C. G
 iven that the event X occurs, the probability that threat T exists must be
greater than 50%.
D. There is insufficient information to answer the question.
E. I don’t know.
*Correct answer. (Chapter 8 covers the relevant rules—specifically rule 6.)
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For further details, we put the entire survey report available for download on www.howtomeasureanything.com/cybersecurity.
We then compared stats literacy to the attitudes regarding the seven
strongly anti‐quantitative questions in the ATQM section of the survey. A
summary of the relationship between stats literacy and positive attitudes
toward the use of quantitative methods is shown in Figure 5.3.
Note that a rating in the “Median or Lower” group on pro‐quant attitude doesn’t necessarily mean they were generally against quantitative
methods. Most people were quite supportive of quantitative methods, and
so the median number of supportive responses is still more supportive than
not, although it shows more reservations about quantitative methods than
those who had more than the median number of pro‐quant responses. For
stats literacy, however, a median score (3 out of 10) was about how well
someone would do if they were guessing (given the number of choices per
question, randomly choosing any answer other than “I don’t know” would
produce 2.3 correct out of 10, on average). Those who did even worse
were not only worse than guessing, they believed common misconceptions.
Those who did better than the median on stats literacy were doing better
than guessing.
Now that we clarified that point, you can see that those who scored
above the median on stats literacy were much more likely to be above the
median on “pro‐quant” attitudes; likewise, those who were pro‐quant were
more likely to be stats literate. This is true even for what may seem like a
small number of questions in this quiz. Given the number of questions and
60
Lower Stats Literacy (at or below median
score—no better than guessing)

Number of Participants

50

Higher Stats Literacy (above median score)

40
30
20
10
−
More “Anti-Quant” (median or
lower score on ATQM subset)

More “Pro-Quant” (above median
score on ATQM subset)

Figure 5.3 Stats Literacy versus Attitude toward Quantitative Methods
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Table 6.1 Example of Slightly More Decomposition

Notice that the first thing we’ve done here is decompose the event by
first determining what kind of event it was. We state a probability the event
was only confidentiality and integrity (ConfInt) and a probability that it was
only availability (Avail). The probability that it could be both is 1-ConfIntAvail. To show an example of how you might model this, we can use the
following formula in Excel to determine which type of event it was or
whether it was both. (We already determined that an event did occur, so we
can’t have a result where it was neither type of event.)
= If ( rand() < ConfInt, 1, if ( rand() < ConfInt + Avail, 2, 3))
The loss for confidentiality and integrity then will be added in if the
value from this formula is a 1 (where confidentiality and integrity event oc
curred) or 3 (when both confidentiality and integrity as well as availability
occurred). The same logic is applied to availability (which is experienced
when the equation’s output is a 2 or 3). We could also have just assessed the
probabilities of the events separately instead of first determining whether
an event occurred and then determining the type of event. There are many
more ways to do this and so you should choose the decomposition that you
find more convenient and realistic to assess.
When availability losses are experienced, that loss is computed by mul
tiplying the hours of outage duration times the cost per hour of the outage.
Just as we did in the simpler model in Chapter 3, we generate thousands
of values for each row. In each random trial we randomly determine the
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Table 6.2 A Few More Examples of Potential Decompositions
Decomposing into a
Range for:
Financial theft

System outages

Investigation and
remediation costs

Intellectual property
(IP)

Notification and
credit monitoring

Legal liabilities
and fines

Other interference
with operations
Reputation

. . . Leverages Knowledge of the Following (Either You
Know Them or Can Find Out, Even If It Is Also Just
Another 90% CI)
You generally know whether a system even handles
financial transactions. So some of the time the impact
of financial theft will be zero or, if not zero, you can
estimate the limit of the financial exposure in the
system.
How many users a system has, how critical it is to their
work, and whether outages affect sales or other
operations with a financial impact can be estimated.
You may even have some historical data about the
duration of outages once they occur.
IT often has some experience with estimating how many
people work on fixing a problem, how long it takes
them to fix it, and how much their time is worth. You
may even have knowledge about how these costs may
differ depending on the type of event.
You can find out whether a given system even has
sensitive corporate secrets or IP. If it has IP, you can
ask management what the consequences would be if
the IP were compromised (again, ranges are okay).
Again, you at least know whether a system has this
kind of exposure. If the event involves a data breach
of personal information, paying for notification and
credit monitoring services can be directly priced on a
per-record basis.
You know whether a system has regulatory
requirements. There isn’t much in the way of legal
liabilities and fines that doesn’t have some publicly
available precedent on which to base an estimate.
Does the system control some factory process that could
be shut down? Does the system control health and
safety in some way that can be compromised?
You probably have some idea whether a system
even has the potential for a major reputation cost
(e.g., whether it has customer data or whether it
has sensitive internal communications). Once you
establish that, reputation impact can be decomposed
further (addressed again later in this chapter).
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Of course, we know that changes can be due to many factors and a certain
amount of volatility is to be expected even if there weren’t a breach. So the way
to look at these sorts of events is to consider how big the changes are compared
to historical volatility in sales and stock prices. Figure 6.1 shows changes—
relative to the time of the breach—for the quarterly sales of three major retailers
that had highly publicized data breaches: Home Depot, JCPenney, and Target.
Figure 6.2 shows changes in stock prices for those firms and Anthem.
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Figure 6.1 Quarter-to-Quarter Change in Sales for Major Retailers with Major
Data Breaches Relative to the Quarter of the Breach
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Figure 6.2 Day-to-Day Change in Stock Prices of Firms with Major Data Breaches
Relative to Day of the Breach
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Figures 6.1 and 6.2 don’t appear to show significant changes after a
breach compared to the volatility before the breach. To see the detail better,
let’s just show changes relative to historical volatility. In Figures 6.3 and 6.4,
historical volatility on sales and stock prices is shown as an interval rep
resenting the fifth and ninety-fifth percentile of changes for three years up
until the breach. The markers show the change after the breach compared
to the range of historical volatility (the vertical dashed lines). The changes
in sales and the changes in stock prices after the breach are shown relative
to their historical volatility.
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Figure 6.3 Changes in Stock Prices after a Major Breach for Three Major
Retailers Relative to Historical Volatility
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Figure 6.4 Changes in Seasonally Adjusted Quarterly Sales after Breach Relative
to Historical Volatility
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Introduction to Subjective Probability
In the simplest method we have described so far, there are two types of
probability assignments. One type applies to discrete “either/or” events such
as whether there will be a major breach of customer credit card information by a retailer. The other type applies to ranges of values, such as, how
much will be lost in sales if there is a major breach of customer credit card
information. These two types of probability assignments are summarized in
Table 7.1.
In Chapter 3 we used both of these methods to express uncertainty
about a cybersecurity event. Whether an event occurred in the first place
was a type of discrete event. We assigned a probability (1%, 15%, etc.) to
the event occurring within a given period of time. The monetary impact of
that event was represented as a range.
Of course, we can make lots of combinations of these two basic
forms of distributions. We can have discrete events with more than just
two outcomes and we can have hybrids of discrete and continuous
Table 7.1 Two Types of Subjective Probability Assignments Used in the Simple
One‐for‐One Substitution Model (from Chapter 3)
Type of Probability
Distribution
Discrete binary
(a.k.a. Bernoulli)

Continuous

Description

Examples

An either/or type of
event, it happens or
doesn’t; expressed
as a probability the
event will occur

■■

A quantity with a range
of possible values;
expressed as a
“confidence interval”

■■

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■

■■

A coin flip
A data breach happens in a
given time period
A system goes down
“There is a 5% chance of a
data breach of PHI that will be
required to be reported on the
HHS website”
The size of a future data
breach
The duration of a future
system outage
The change in sales due to
a past data breach (a past
event but the actual value was
difficult to pin down)
“The 90% confidence interval
for the duration of a system
outage in case X is 30 minutes
to 4 hours”
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Table 7.2 Sample Calibration Test
90% Confidence Interval
#

Question

1

In 1938, a British steam
locomotive set a new speed
record by going how fast
(mph)?

2

In what year did Sir Isaac
Newton publish the Universal
Laws of Gravitation?

3

How many inches long is a
typical business card?

4

The Internet (then called
“Arpanet”) was established
as a military communications
system in what year?

5

In what year was William
Shakespeare born?

6

What is the air distance between
New York and Los Angeles
(miles)?

7

What percentage of a square
could be covered by a circle
of the same width?

8

How old was Charlie Chaplin
when he died?

9

What is the weight, in pounds,
of the first edition of How to
Measure Anything?

10

The TV show Gilligan’s Island
first aired on what date?
Statement

Lower Bound

Answer
(True/False)

Upper Bound

Confidence That You
Are Correct (Circle One)

1

The ancient Romans were
conquered by the ancient
Greeks.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

2

There is no species of three‐
humped camels.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

3

A gallon of oil weighs less than
a gallon of water.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%
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Table 7.2 (continued)
Answer
(True/False)

Confidence That You
Are Correct (Circle One)

4

Mars is always farther away
from Earth than Venus.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

5

The Boston Red Sox won the
first World Series.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

6

Napoleon was born on the
island of Corsica.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

7

“M” is one of the three most
commonly used letters.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

8

In 2002, the price of the average
new desktop computer
purchased was under $1,500.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

9

Lyndon B. Johnson was a
governor before becoming
vice president.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

10

A kilogram is more than a
pound.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
100%

difficult the question seems, you still know something about it. Focus
on what you do know. For the range questions, you know of some
bounds beyond which the answer would seem absurd (e.g., you probably know Newton wasn’t alive in ancient Greece or in the twentieth
century). Similarly, for the binary questions, even though you aren’t
certain, you have some opinion, at least, about which answer is more
likely.
After you’ve finished, but before you look up the answers, try a small
experiment to test if the ranges you gave really reflect your 90% CI. Consider one of the 90% CI questions, let’s say the one about when Newton
published the Universal Laws of Gravitation. Suppose you were offered a
chance to win $1,000 in one of these two ways:
A. You win $1,000 if the true year of publication of Newton’s book turns
out to be between the dates you gave for the upper and lower bound.
If not, you win nothing.
B. You spin a dial divided into two unequal “pie slices,” one comprising
90% of the dial and the other just 10%. If the dial lands on the large
slice, you win $1,000. If it lands on the small slice, you win nothing
(i.e., there is a 90% chance you win $1,000). (See Figure 7.1.)
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Option B:
Win
0

Spin the Dial!

Figure 7.1 Spin to Win!
Which do you prefer? The dial has a stated chance of 90% that you win
$1,000 and a 10% chance that you win nothing. If you are like most people
(about 80%), you prefer to spin the dial. But why would that be? The only
explanation is that you think the dial has a higher chance of a payoff. The
conclusion we have to draw is that the 90% CI you first estimated is really
not your 90% CI. It might be your 50%, 65%, or 80% CI, but it can’t be your
90% CI. We say, then, that your initial estimate was probably overconfident.
You express your uncertainty in a way that indicates you have less uncertainty than you really have.
An equally undesirable outcome is to prefer option A, where you win
$1,000 if the correct answer is within your range. This means that you think
there is more than a 90% chance your range contains the answer, even though
you are representing yourself as being merely 90% confident in the range. In
other words, this is usually the choice of the underconfident person.
The only desirable answer you can give is if you set your range just
right so that you would be indifferent between options A and B. This means
that you believe you have a 90% chance—not more and not less—that the
answer is within your range. For an overconfident person (i.e., most of
us), making these two choices equivalent means increasing the width of
the range until options A and B are considered equally valuable. For the
underconfident person, the range should be narrower than first estimated.
You can apply the same test, of course, to the binary questions. Let’s
say you were 80% confident about your answer to the question about
Napoleon’s birthplace. Again, you give yourself a choice between betting on
your answer being correct or spinning the dial. In this case, however, the
dial pays off 80% of the time. If you prefer to spin the dial, you are probably
less than 80% confident in your answer. Now let’s suppose we change the
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Figure 7.2 Distribution of Answers Within 90% CI for 10‐Question Calibration Test
The expected outcome for your answers to the true/false questions, however, is not a fixed number since your confidence could be different for each
answer. For each of the answers, you said you were between 50% and 100%
confident. If you said you were 100% confident on all 10 questions, you are
expecting to get all 10 correct. If you were only 50% confident on each question (i.e., thought your odds were no better than a coin flip), you expected to
get about half of them right. To compute the expected outcome, convert each
of the percentages you circled to a decimal (i.e., .5, .6, .7, .8, .9, 1 and add
them up. Let’s say your confidence in your answers was 1, .5, .9, .6, .7, .8, .8, 1,
.9, and .7, totaling to 7.9. This means your “expected” number correct was 7.9.
If you are like most people, the number of questions you answered
correctly was less than the number you expected to answer correctly. This
is a very small number of questions for measuring your skill at assessing
your uncertainty, but most people are so overconfident that even this small
number can be illuminating.
One way to frame the performance on a test like this is to determine
how likely it would be for a person who really was calibrated (i.e., each
90% CI really had a 90% chance of containing the real value) to get the observed result. A calculation would show that for such a calibrated person,
there is only a 1 in 612 chance that he or she would be so unlucky as to
get only 5 or fewer out of 10 of the 90% CIs to contain the real answers.
See www.howtomeasureanything.com/cybersecurity for a spreadsheet example of this calculation and for examples of longer tests. But since over
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Figure 7.3 Calibration Experiment Results for 20 IT Industry Predictions in 1997
Source: Hubbard Decision Research
many of those predictions turned out to be correct. An ideally calibrated
person should be plotted right along the dotted line. This means the person was right 70% of the time he or she was 70% confident in the predictions, 80% right when he or she was 80% confident, and so on. You see
that the analysts’ results (where the points are indicated by small squares)
were very close to the ideal confidence, easily within allowable error. The
results appear to deviate the most from perfect calibration at the low end
of the scale, but this part is still within acceptable limits of error. (The
acceptable error range is wider on the left of the chart and narrows to
zero at the right.) Of all the times participants said they were 50% confident, they turned out to be right about 65% of the time. This means they
might have known more than they let on and—only on this end of the
scale—were a little underconfident. It’s close; these results might be due
to chance. There is a 1% chance that 44 or more out of 68 would be right
just by flipping a coin.
The deviation is a bit more significant—at least statistically if not
visually—at the other end of the scale. Where the analysts indicated a high
degree of confidence, chance alone would have allowed for only slightly
less deviation from expected, so they are a little overconfident on that end
of the scale. But, overall, they are very well calibrated.
In comparison, the results of clients who did not receive any calibration training (indicated by the small triangles) were very overconfident. The
numbers next to their calibration results show that there were 58 instances
when a particular client said he or she was 90% confident in a particular
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Elemental Probabilities
P(MDB |REV)

P(REV,MDB)

P(~MDB |REV)

P(REV,~MDB)

P(MDB |~REV)

P(~REV,MDB)

P(~MDB |~REV)

P(~REV,~MDB)

P(REV)

P(~REV)

Figure 8.1 A Chain Rule Tree

in Chapter 6. You don’t have to use it explicitly, but you can see how by filling in some of the nodes of this tree, you can infer others. So now let’s look
at how we come up with Bayes’s Rule in the first place.
Proving Bayes
1. P(MDB,REV) = P(REV,MDB)—Same as 3 × 2 = 2 × 3 or the “commutative property”
2. P(MDB,REV) = P(MDB)P(REV | MDB)—See tree in Figure 8.1, first
branch
3. P(REV,MDB) = P(REV)P(MDB | REV)—True because of 1 and 2.
4. P(MDB)P(REV | MDB) = P(REV)P(MDB | REV)—True because of 1, 2,
and 3
5. P(REV | MDB) = P(REV)P(MDB | REV) / P(MDB)—Divide #4 by P(MDB)
6. P(MDB | REV) = P(MDB)P(REV | MDB) / P(REV)—Divide #4 by P(REV)
Please don’t feel you need to memorize these; just understand them as
sub‐rules. We reference these throughout our analysis.

Bayes Applied to the Cloud Breach Use Case
Now that you have the basics of probability manipulation in hand, we
will analyze how the calculator builds its outputs using all the equations
we have provided. We have added a larger chain rule tree as a crutch for
understanding the flow of probability. If you get all of this, which requires
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no more than seventh‐grade algebra, you will be well on your way toward
modeling using any technological medium. Also, these are purposefully
simple so you can see the mathematical proofs. Computational tools we
provide hide all of this complexity, but you can use them to study the relationships further.
Figure 8.2 shows a spreadsheet calculation you can download from the
website. The table on the left shows the inputs of calibrated experts and the
table on the right shows some derived values that were calculated based
on those inputs.
Before we get into how each of these probabilities is derived, you might
ask why we would necessarily know the items in the “Calibrated Expert Inputs” and not “Derived Values.” Actually, we could have chosen many combinations of different inputs and outputs. The calibrated expert simply starts
with the quantities they feel they are better able to estimate. Or, if they feel
they have some idea for many of the derived values, they can check to see
if their estimates of probabilities in the second table are at least consistent
with those in the first.
We also could have decided to estimate P(MDB | PPT) directly without using REV as a middle step. But we wanted to show how uncertainties
about different states can be linked together. Now let’s show how we did
the math with these values one‐by‐one for each of the values shown in
“Derived Values” in Figure 8.2.

Calibrated Expert Inputs

Derived Values

P(MDB |REV)

25.00%

P(REV|MDB)

20.15%

P(MDB |~REV)

1.00%

P(REV|~MDB)

0.76%

P(REV|PPT)

95.00%

P(~MDB|REV)

75.00%

P(REV|~PPT)

0.05%

P(MDB)

1.24%

P(PPT)

1.00%

P(REV)

1.00%

P(MDB|PPT)

23.80%

P(MDB|~PPT)

1.01%

Figure 8.2 Major Data Breach Decomposition Example with Conditional
Probabilities
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Figure 9.1 A Uniform Distribution (a Beta Distribution with alpha=beta=1)
setting both alpha and beta to a value of 1. This approach indicates we have
almost no information about what a true population proportion could be.
This is the “uninformative” prior. All we know is the mathematical constraint
that a proportion of a population can’t be less than 0% and can’t exceed
100%. Other than that, we’re simply saying everything in between is equally
likely as shown in Figure 9.1.
Note that this figure shows the uniform distribution in the more familiar
“probability density function” (pdf) where the area under the curve adds
up to 1. Since the betadist() function is a cumulative probability, we have to
slice up a bunch of increments by computing the difference between two
cumulative probability functions close to each other. Just think of the height
of a point on a pdf to represent the relative likelihood compared to other
points. Recall that a normal distribution is highest in the middle. This just
means that values near the middle of a normal distribution are more likely.
In the case of this uniform distribution, we show that all values between the
min and max are equally likely (i.e., it is flat).
Now, if we have a sample of some population, even a very small sample,
we can update the alpha and beta with a count of hits and misses. You
can download the beta distribution spreadsheet from howtomeasureanything
.com/cybersecurity to do this calculation. Again, consider the case where we
want to estimate the share of users following certain security procedures. We
randomly sample six and find that only one is doing it correctly. Let’s call
the one a “hit” and the remaining five “misses.” I simply add hits to our prior
alpha and misses to our prior beta to get:
= betadist(x, prior alpha + hits, prior beta + misses)
Figure 9.2 shows what a pdf would look like if we added a sample of
6 with one “hit” to our prior uniform distribution. To create this picture you
can use the calculation below:
= betadist(x+i/2, prior alpha + hits, prior beta + misses) − betadist(x-i/2,
prior alpha + hits, prior beta + misses)
where “i” is the size of an increment we are using (the increment size is arbitrary but the smaller you make it the finer detail you get in your pictures of
distributions). Again, you have an example in the spreadsheet if you need help.
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Figure 9.2 A Distribution Starting with a Uniform Prior and Updated with a
Sample of 1 Hit and 5 Misses
How does the beta distribution do this? Doesn’t this contradict what we
learned in first semester statistics about sample sizes? No. The math is sound. In
effect, the beta distribution applies Bayes’s Rule over a range of possible values.
To see how this works, consider a trivial question, like, “What is the probability
of getting 1 hit out of 6 samples if only 1% of the population were following
the procedure correctly?” If we assume we know a population proportion and
we want to work out the chance of getting so many “hits” in a sample, we
apply something called a binomial distribution. The binomial distribution is a
kind of complement to the beta distribution. In the former, you estimate the
probabilities of different sample results given the population proportion. In
the latter, you estimate the population proportion given a number of sample
results. In Excel, we write the binomial distribution as =binomdist(hits,sample
size,probability,0). (The “0” means it will produce the probability of that exact
outcome, not the cumulative probability up to that point.)
This would give us the chance of getting the observed result (e.g., 1 out
of 6) for one possible population proportion (in this case 1%). We repeat
this for a hypothetical population proportion of 2%, 3%, and so on up to
100%. Now Bayes lets us flip this into what we really want to know: “What
is the probability of X being the population proportion given that we had
1 hit out of 6?” In other words, the binomial distribution gave us P(observed
data | proportion) and we flip it to P(proportion | observed data). This is a
neat trick that will be very useful, and it is already done for us in the beta
distribution.
One more thing before we move on: Does 5.3% to 52% seem like
a wide range? Well, remember you only sampled six people. And your
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of 2014 and the end of 2015, there were two reported major data breaches.
Since we are estimating a per year chance of a breach, we have to multiply
the number of years in our data by the number of firms. To summarize:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Sample Size: 120 “company years” of data (60 firms × 2 years)
Hits: 2 breaches in that time period
Misses: 118 company years where there was no major breach
Alpha: prior + hits = 1 + 2 = 3
Beta: prior + misses = 1 + 118 = 119

When we plug this into our spreadsheet we get a distribution like the
one shown in Figure 9.3.
Think of the observed breaches as a sample of what could have happened. Just because we drew 120 marbles and two of them were red, that
doesn’t mean that exactly 1.67% of the marbles in the urn were red. If we
drew that from the urn, we would estimate that there is a 90% chance that
the true population proportion of red marbles in the urn is 0.7% to 5.1%.
Likewise, just because we had 2 breaches out of 60 firms in two years (120
company years), doesn’t mean we treat the per-year annual breach frequency
as exactly 1.67%. We are only estimating the probability of different frequencies from a few observations. Next year we could be more lucky or less lucky
even if the long-term frequency is no different.
Even the mean of the beta distribution isn’t exactly 1.67% since the
mean of a beta distribution is alpha / (alpha + beta) or 2.46%. The reason

Starting with a uniform prior,
updating with a sample of 120
with 2 hits and 118 misses.
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Figure 9.4 Example of How a Beta Distribution Changes the Chance of Extreme
Losses

of more extreme losses increases. This may mean that your risk tolerance is
now exceeded on the right end of the curve.
We believe this may be a major missing component of risk analysis in
cybersecurity. We can realistically only treat past observations as a sample
of possibilities and, therefore, we have to allow for the chance that we were
just lucky in the past.
To see how we worked this out in detail, and to see how a beta distribution can be used in the simple one-for-one substitution and how it might
impact the loss exceedance curve, just download the spreadsheet for this
chapter on the website.

A Beta Distribution Case: AllClear ID
AllClear ID, a leading firm in customer-facing breach response in the cybersecurity ecosystem, uses a beta distribution to estimate cybersecurity risks
using industry breach data. The company offers three solutions: AllClear
Reserved Response™, Customer Communication services that include customer support and notification, and Identity Protection services for consumers. They handle incidents of all sizes including some of the biggest data
breaches that have happened in recent history.
The capacity to respond to incidents is guaranteed for Reserved Response clients, making risk estimation critical to ensuring adequate resources
are in place to meet service requirements. To help estimate the risk of a major
breach, not just for a single client, but for their entire client base, AllClear ID
contacted Doug Hubbard’s firm, Hubbard Decision Research, to model the
data breach risks in all of the industries they support, including the chance
that multiple large clients could experience breaches in overlapping periods
of time. This model is one of the many tools used by AllClear ID in their risk
estimation analysis.
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Table 9.1 A Few Rows from a (Much Larger) Node Probability Table

P(Event | A,B,C,D)
per Year with Cost
Greater than $10K

A: Standard
Security
Controls
Applied

B: Sensitive
Data*

Multi-Factor
Authentication

Corp DMZ
Internet
Facing, Third
Party/Cloud,
Internal Only

.008
.02
.065
.025
.015
.0125

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

DMZ
Cloud
Internal
Cloud
Internal
Cloud

*This may be data related to include Payment Card Industry (PCI), Protected Health Information (PHI), Personally Identifiable Information (PII), intellectual property, and so on.

The columns in Table 9.1 are just an example. We have seen companies
also consider the type of operating system, whether software was internally developed, whether a vendor has access, the number of users, and so
on. We leave it up to you to determine the ideal considerations. They just
need to be values that meet Ron Howard’s conditions of clear, observable,
and useful (in this case, useful means it would cause you to change your
estimate). For now, we will just focus on how to do the math regardless of
what the indicators of risk might turn out to be.
Now suppose we continued the conditions (columns) on Table 9.1 to
more than just four. Our previous modeling experience in cybersecurity at
various firms generated 7 to 11 conditions. Each of those conditions would
have at least two possible values (i.e., sensitive data or not), but some,
as the example shows, could have three, four, or more. This leads to a
large number of combinations of conditions. If, for example, there were just
seven conditions, three of which had two possible values and the rest of
which had three, then that is already 648 rows on an NPT (2 × 2 × 2 × 3 ×
3 × 3 × 3). In practice the combinations are actually much larger since there
are often multiple conditions with four or more possible values. The models
that have been generated at some HDR clients would have produced thousands or tens of thousands of possible combinations.
Ideally, we would have data for many instances of failures. For measurements we prefer more data points, but cybersecurity professionals would like
to keep the number of breaches, denial of service, and other such events low.
As always, if we lack the data we can go back to our subject matter experts,
who could provide an estimate of an event given each of the conditional states.
We could ask for the estimate of a probability given that standard security
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used, you may need to codify the inputs or use multinomial regression
methods. Since in this case you are estimating a probability, logistic
regression methods may apply. (This is technical language but if you
know regression methods, you know what this means.)
7. The best fit formula for the logistic regression becomes the Lens Model.
When you have completed the procedure above, you will be able to
produce a chart like the one shown in Figure 9.5. This shows the regression
model estimate of average expert judgment vs. the average of expert judgments themselves for each of the scenarios. You can see that the model, of
course, doesn’t exactly match the expert judgments but it is close. In fact,
if you compare this to the measure of expert inconsistency you will usually
find that most of the deviation of the model from expert judgments is due to
expert inconsistency. That means the Lens Model would agree even better if
only the experts were more consistent. This inconsistency is eliminated by
the Lens method.
If you decided to tackle the Lens method, the model you just produced
is actually better than a single expert in several ways. It is actually an emulation of the average of your best calibrated experts if they were perfectly
consistent.
To estimate inconsistency we can use the “duplicate pair” method we
showed back in Chapter 4. On several conditions instead of asking experts
for the effect of individual conditions, for example, the seventh scenario in
the list may be identical to the twenty-ninth scenario in the list. After looking at a couple of dozen scenarios, experts will forget that they already
answered the same situation and often will give a slightly different answer.
Thoughtful experts are fairly consistent in their evaluation of scenarios. Still,
as we showed in Chapter 4, inconsistency accounts for about 21% of the
total variation in expert judgments (the remaining 79% due to the data the
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Table 9.2 Cybersecurity Control Payoff Table

Decided to Implement the
Control
Decided against the Control

Event Didn’t Occur

Event Occurs

The cost of the control

The cost of the control

Zero

The cost of the event

(Recall from Chapter 8 that MDB means “Massive Data Breach” and PPT
means “Positive Penetration Test.”) The calculation is simple. Based on the
P(MDB), the cost of the control, and the cost of an event without the control,
we compute an EOL for each strategy—implementing or not implementing
the control. That is, based on the strategy you choose, we simply compute
the cost of being wrong and the chance of being wrong for each strategy.
You can try various combinations of conditional probabilities, costs of
events, and costs of controls in the spreadsheet. But it still comes down to
this: If you reject a control, the value of information could be as high as the
chance of the event times the cost of the event. If you accept a control, then
the cost of being wrong is the chance the event won’t occur times the cost
of the control. So the bigger the cost of the control, the bigger the event it is
meant to mitigate, and the more uncertainty you have about the event, the
higher the value of additional information.

Futher Reducing Uncertainty by Using Empirical
Data to Derive Conditional Probabilities
Let’s suppose we’ve built a model, computed information values, and determined that further measurements were needed. Specifically, we determined
that we needed to reduce our uncertainty about how some factor in cybersecurity changes the likelihood of some security event. You have gathered
some sample data—perhaps within your own firm or perhaps by looking
at industry data—and you organized it as shown in Table 9.3. We can call
Table 9.3 Table of Joint Occurrences of an Event and a Condition
Defined Security Event
Occurred on This Server

A Stated Condition Exists on
That Server

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1
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Figure 9.6 Distribution of Investigation Time for Cybersecurity Incidents
a straight, downward-sloping line—this distribution is described in
Appendix A).

Wrapping Up Bayes
These last two chapters were an introduction to some simple and then
some slightly more advanced empirical methods using Bayes. By leveraging
already developed spreadsheets for some of the more detailed explanations,
we covered quite a lot of ground.
We’ve shown how the use of Bayesian methods and its derivatives
allow cybersecurity to update initial calibrated estimates with new information. We’ve shown how the use of the Bayesian methods can apply to
a simple update problem but we’ve also shown how much more elaborate methods like the beta distribution can still be practically employed by
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Introduction: Operational Security Metrics Maturity Model
Predictive analytics, machine learning, data science—choose your data
buzzword—are all popular topics. Maturity models and frameworks for approaching analytics abound. Try Googling images of “Analytics Maturity
Models”; there are plenty of examples. Our approach (see Figure 10.1)
is different. We don’t require much data or capability to get started. And
in fact, the practices you learned in previous chapters shine at this early
stage. They help define the types of investments you will need to make to
mature your program. So, there is no rush to invest in a “big data” solution
and data science. Don’t get us wrong—we are big advocates of using such
solutions when warranted. But with all these “shiny” analytics concepts and
technology come a lot of distractions—distractions from making decisions
that could protect you from the bad guys now. To that end, our perspective
is that any analytic maturity model and framework worth its salt takes a
decision‐first approach—always.

Am I finding and
stopping hidden
threats?

Security
Data Marts

Functional
Security Metrics

Sparse Data
Analytics

Figure 10.1 Security Analytics Maturity Model
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Figure 10.2 Bayes Triplot, beta(4.31, 6.3) prior, s=3, f=7

thing is the state of controls for roughly 200 cloud applications. You can
see how the two lists hold the beliefs the CISO had: beta.select(list(p=0.5,
x=0.40), list(p=0.90, x=.60)). Those inputs are transformed by the beta.
select function into a and b values and stored into the beta.par variable. We
can print these values to screen by typing the following:
> beta.par
[1] 4.31 6.30

From your vantage point you are only dealing with your beliefs and the
new data. The alpha and the beta values work in the background to shape
the beta distribution as you get more data. We then use the triplot function
to combine our new information (3,7; 3 successes and 7 fails) with our prior
beliefs to create a new posterior belief:
> triplot(beta.par, c(3,7))

Let’s assume you conduct 35 total audits with only 5 cloud applications
meeting the most fundamental “defense in depth” controls requirements.
There are over 200 applications that did not get audited. You now update
your model with the new data (see Figure 10.3).
> triplot(beta.par, c(5,30))

You still have a lot of uncertainty about the real state of the company’s
cloud security posture. In fact, it’s looking significantly worse than you had
guessed. Therefore, to help your inferences you decide to simulate a large
number of outcomes based on your new beliefs (posterior). That’s a fancy way
of saying, “I don’t have time to audit everything. What if I use what I know
as input into a simulation machine? This machine would simulate 1,000 audits
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Figure 10.3 Bayes Triplot, beta(4.31, 6.3) prior, s=5, f=30
and give me an idea where my future audit results might fall, constrained by
what I already know.” Additionally, you frame up your result in terms of your
90% CI, meaning, “I am 90% confident that the true value of company XYZ’s
cloud security state is between x% and y%.” Let’s get our 90% CI first:
> beta.post.par <- beta.par + c(5, 30)
> qbeta(c(0.05, 0.95), beta.post.par[1],beta.post.par[2])
[1] 0.1148617 0.3082632

Pretty straightforward—we get the alpha and beta from our new posterior and feed it into a simple function called qbeta. The first parameter
c(0.05,0.95) simply tells us the 90% CI. Now that we have that, let’s simulate
a bunch of trials and get the 90% CI from that for thoroughness.
> post.sample <- rbeta(1000, beta.post.par[1], beta.post
.par[2])
> quantile(post.sample, c(0.05, 0.95))
5% 95%
0.1178466 0.3027499

It looks like the proportion in question is likely (90% confident) to land
between 12% and 30%. We can take this even further and try to predict what
the results might be on the next 200 audits. We run that this way:
> num <- 200
> sample <- 0:num
> pred.probs <- pbetap(beta.post.par, num, sample)
> discint(cbind(sample, pred.probs), 0.90)
> [1] 0.9084958
> $set
[1] 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
[20] 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
[39] 55 56
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Specifically, we are not aware of any books that advocate BI for
cybersecurity metrics. This is a profound shame. In fact, Jaquith’s book
Security Metrics advocated against such an approach. Over 10 years ago
we too might have held the same opinion. (Although at that time one of
the authors was rolling out security data marts like hotcakes.) But risks
and technology have evolved, and we need to as well. Analytic technology has improved, particularly open source, and more and more security
systems “play well with others.” Most all enterprise security solutions
have APIs and/or direct database connectivity to extract well-formed and
consistent data. It could not be any easier. So our first goal is to expose
and encourage the reader to investigate this classical form of process
modeling.
Our goal in this chapter is to give a basic, intuitive explanation in terms
of a subset of business intelligence: dimensional modeling.
Dimensional modeling is a logical approach to designing physical data
marts. Data marts are subject-specific structures that can be connected together via dimensions like Legos. Thus they fit well into the operational
security metrics domain.
Figure 11.1 is the pattern we use for most of our dimensional modeling
efforts. Such a model is typically referred to as a “cube” of three key dimensions: time, value, and risk. Most operational security measurement takes this
form, and in fact the only thing that changes per area is the particular risk
you are studying. Time and value end up being consistent connective tissue
that allows us to measure across (i.e., drill across) risk areas. Just remember
that this is a quick overview of dimensional modeling. It’s also our hope that
dimensional approaches to security metrics will grow over time. With the
growth of big data and related open source analytic-based applications,
now is the right time.

Risk

Value

Figure 11.1 The Standard Security Data Mart

Time
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Vulnerability
Dimension

Date
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Vulnerability
Fact

Asset
Dimension

Figure 11.2 Vulnerability Mart

Conforming or shared dimensions allow you to connect data marts
together to ask new and interesting questions. Probably the most popular
conforming dimension is “date time.” The second most popular, at least in
security, would be “asset.” Asset can be decomposed in a variety of manners: portfolio, application, product, server, virtual server, container, micro
service, data, and so on. An asset represents value that gets protected by
controls, attacked by malicious threats, and used for intended purposes
by authorized users. To that end, you will likely want to have data marts
related to the state of vulnerabilities, configurations, and mitigation. Each of
those data marts may share the same concept of asset. That “sharing” across
security domains is what allows us to ask both horizontal and vertical
questions. Or, as we like to say in the BI world, conforming dimensions
allow us to drill across.
In terms of a drill-across use case, let’s say you have a metric called “full
metal jacket.” A full metal jacket, as shown in Figure 11.3, represents a series
of macro-hardening requirements for certain classes of assets. Specifically,
you have KPIs in terms of least privilege (config), patch status, speed of mitigations to end points, and availability of blocking controls on the network.
This is all really control coverage metrics in relationship to some concept
of value (asset). The simple structure below would give you guidance in
that regard. You could determine where you have completely unmitigated,
known-exploitable, residual risk versus what is controlled via configuration
or mitigation.
What is missing from this model is some concept of “threat”: how well
your macro concept of protecting value (full metal jacket) is doing against
certain vectors of threat. Here, in Figure 11.4, is a simple extension of the
model. In this case, you integrate your malware-analysis data mart to your
conforming data marts. This is simple, because your malware mart conforms
on asset and date.
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Figure 11.3 Expanded Mart with Conforming Dimensions

This mart could answer hundreds if not thousands of questions about the
value of various forms of defense against malware. For example, on the mitigation dimension, you could ask questions about the performance of host-based
versus inline defenses against spearfishing. Or, in the same vein, how often did
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application whitelisting have impact where all other controls failed—that is, is
there a class of malware where application whitelisting is the last line of defense? (Note, application whitelisting is a control that only allows approved applications to run. Thus, if something malicious attempts to install itself or run,
in theory, the application whitelisting control would stop it.) Is it increasingly
the last line of defense, meaning other investments are deteriorating? Or are
there new strains of malware that all your protections are failing at finding in a
timely manner, thus hinting at a possible new investment and/or de-investment
opportunity? In short, are you getting the ROI on whitelisting you predicted
when you modeled it as an investment? With models like this it becomes
obvious which protections are underperforming, which stand out and deserve
more investment, and which are retirement candidates, providing opportunity
for new, innovative investments to address unmitigated growing risks.
Interestingly, in dimensional modeling, a fact in a fact table is also known
as a “measure.” They’re called a measure because they measure a process
at the atomic level. “Atomic” means you cannot decompose the event being
measured any further. A typical fact in business would be the sale of some
product like a can of beans. The measure in this fact would be the sale price.
You might want to know how much of a particular product you sold at a
particular time and place. Additionally you may want to watch its sales performance quarter by quarter. Perhaps you want to compare the profitability
of a certain product versus another, given certain geographical markets and/
or store placements, and so forth. This is all traditional BI.
What is a “security fact”? It is simply an event that happened. It could be
that a firewall rule was changed, or it could be that an intrusion prevention
system blocked a particular attack. It could be the state of a particular piece
of software in a cloud application at a particular time. The point is that we
are recording that an event (or state change) happened or did not happen.
State could change by the millisecond or by the year. Because of this on/
off metric, as opposed to a monetary measure, the security fact is said to be
“factless.” You are essentially summing up a bunch of “1”s as opposed to
dollars and cents. A fact table in the traditional sense would look something
like Table 11.1, for a simple vulnerability data mart.
Table 11.1 A Fact Table with Multiple Vulnerabilities for One Asset at a Given
Time
Vuln_Dim_ID

Asset_Dim_ID

Date_Dim_ID

Event

1

43

67987

1

2

43

67987

1

3

43

67987

1

4

43

67987

1
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Table 11.2 Vulnerability Facts with Dimensional References Resolved
Vulnerability

Asset

Date

Event

CVE-2016–0063

10.0.10.10

1455148800

1

CVE-2016–0060

10.0.10.10

1455148800

1

CVE-2016–0061

10.0.10.10

1455148800

1

CVE-2016–0973

10.0.10.10

1455148800

1

In old school data marts the first three columns are IDs that are references to dimensional tables. You would sum(event) based on dimensional
criteria. While perhaps going into a little optional technical detail, Table 11.2
is what that same data structure might look like with the IDs revolved (note
that date is an epoch).
We have various CVEs, which is short for “common vulnerabilities and
exposures.” The vulnerability dimension table would hold all the salient
characteristics of the vulnerability that could additionally constrain a query.
We have an IP address, but yet again there could be an additional 100 characteristics in the asset dimension we might use for our interrogation. Last,
there is the timestamp.
A dimension is a decomposition of something of interest. It’s a bunch of
descriptive characteristics of some fact that allow you to ask many and varied
questions. For example, in our asset dimension we could also have things
like operating system or service pack version. In fact, if storage is no object
you could in theory track a complete list of installed software and its versions
related to a particular concept of asset over time. This asset could in turn become one or more data marts with facts that you track. You just need to be
sure that you have an analytic that requires that level of decomposition. While
BI is getting significantly easier, this is an area where useless decompositions
can lead to a lot of wasted effort. Brainstorm with your stakeholders and
shoot for agile results first. Apply the KISS model (Keep It Simple, Stupid).
Table 11.3 is a small example of what a dimension object might look
like; note that it could be 100 or more columns wide.
Table 11.3 Asset Dimension
Asset_ID

IP

FQDN

OS

Type

Service Pack

BuildNum

1

10.0.0.1

thing1.foo.org

Win10

Laptop

n/a

14257

2

10.0.0.2

thing2.foo.org

Win10

Laptop

n/a

14257

3

10.0.0.3

thing3.foo.org

Win10

Laptop

n/a

14257

4

10.0.0.4

thing4.foo.org

Win10

Laptop

n/a

14257
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10.0.0.1
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Win10
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14257
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Win10
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14257

4
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thing4.foo.org

Win10
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Now that we have covered some of the very basics of dimensional modeling, we are going to create a dimensional model. Our goal in this case
is to keep the explanation simple, intuitive, and nontechnical. No need to
create the Dimensional Model to Rule the Universe that anticipates any
and all possible questions. You can add those values as you have need for
them.

Dimensional Modeling Use Case: Advanced Data Stealing Threats
For this use case let’s assume you developed a KPI around a new distinction
you are calling “Advanced Data Stealing Threats” or ADST for short. Your
definition of this threat is “malware that steals data and that your commercial off-the-shelf security solutions originally miss,” meaning the ADST is
active for some time prior to your investments “catching up” and stopping
it. Let’s assume you used Excel, R, or Python to do a quick analysis on a
few samples of ADST over the last year. Specifically you performed what is
called a “survival analysis” to get the graph shown in Figure 11.5.
What is survival analysis? It’s the analysis of things that have a life span,
for which there is eventually some change in status inclusive of end of life.
While survival analysis originates in the medical sphere, it has application
to engineering, insurance, political science, business management, economics, and even security. The heart of survival analysis is the survival function. In our case, this ends up being a curve that maps a time variable to a
Kaplan-Meier Plot of Advanced Threat Life
1.0

Survival Function S(t)

0.8

0.6
Two high-impact incidents
0.4

0.2
Kaplan-Meier
Weibull
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Figure 11.5 Days ADST Alive Before Being Found
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proportion. This way we can make inferences about the life expectancy of
certain phenomena, like ADSTs.
Note the two instances called out, where financial impact occurred.
For a lack of better options you decide you want to “improve the overall
curve,” particularly in relationship to those two losses. So your KPI becomes
“Improve on 20% of advanced threats surviving for 70 days or greater.” You
have decided that this is something that you should be measuring closely
for the foreseeable future. (This is indeed something we do recommend measuring as a fundamental security metric.) How do you move from a strategic analytic model that informed some new investments to security metrics?
To get there we will need to apply some dimensional design thinking.
Fortunately enough, the dimensional models we have been working on
thus far do have application here. To that end, we list the various “dimensions” we have and how they would accommodate an ADST survival analysis
mart (see Table 11.4). Our goal is to understand how what we have invested
in is actually stopping ADST or not. Is there an opportunity to optimize a
particular solution based on what we are learning? Is a particular vendor
solution outperforming others, or is one lagging? More specifically, was there
a configuration change, a patched vulnerability, a new mitigating control, or
a new piece of anti-malware particularly effective in stopping ADSTs?
Table 11.4 ADST Dimension Descriptions
Dimension

Description

Asset

An asset could be a computer, an application, a web server,
a database, a portfolio, or even data. While it’s tempting to
capture every potential jot and tittle related to the concept of an
asset, we recommend only selecting a minimal subset of fields
to start with. To that end, we’re looking to focus on the end
user’s system. This is not to say that server-class and/or larger
applications are out of scope over time. Therefore this dimension
will solely focus on desktop and laptop computers and/or any
other systems on the network that browse, get mail, and so forth.

HTTP
Blocked

This is a list of all known bad-reputation sites that your reputation
systems are aware of. At a previous engagement we built a
dimensional table for this same purpose that tracked pure egress
web traffic. It was well over 100 billion records. This sort of table
that just logs endlessly and is used to create other dimensions
is formally called a “junk dimension.” The idea is that you are
throwing a lot of “junk” into it without much care.
This “junk dimension” looks backward in HTTP history to see
when a particular asset first started attempting communication
with a now known malicious command-and-control server.
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Table 11.4 (continued)
Dimension

Description

Vulnerability

This is a standard vulnerability dimension, typically all of the
descriptive data coming from a vulnerability management system.
Perhaps it’s something coming from a web application scanner
like Burp Suite or some other form of dynamic analysis. One of
the authors has built vulnerability dimensions well in excess of
50 fields.

Configuration We put this here as a loose correlation, but the reality is that this
would be a drill-across for meta metrics. This is why there is a
dotted line in the dimensional model in Figure 11.6. You could
have 100–200 controls per control area be it OS, Web Server,
Data Base and so forth. If you have 100,000 assets, and you
track changes over time, this would certainly be in the several
hundreds of millions of records quickly.
Mitigation

This is a complete list of all dynamic blocking rules from various
Host Intrusion Prevention Systems (HIPS), Network Intrusion
Prevention Systems (NIPS), Reputation Services, Web Application
Firewalls (WAF), local Firewall (FW) rules, etc. and when they
fired in relationship to the ADST.

Malware:

A list of all malware variants that various malware systems
are aware of. Anti-malware could in theory be lumped into
mitigations, but it is a large enough subject that it likely warrants
its own mart.

The data mart as shown in Figure 11.6 leverages the existing marts and
brings in HTTP-related data from web proxies. This mart would suffice for
complete ADST analysis.
In looking at Table 11.5, you can see how simple our fact table ends
up being. Dimensions tend to be wide and facts are relatively thin. Here is
how the fact table works:
■■

■■

■■

If mitigation is responsible for blocking, then the mit_id field will be
populated with the ID of the particular mitigation vendor solution that
was responsible for thwarting the attack; otherwise it will be 0. The
mitigation ID points back to the mitigation dimension.
If malware defense is responsible for closure, then the mal_id will be
populated with the ID for the particular piece of anti-malware coming
from the malware dimension.
The http_id points to the URL for the particular command-and-control
server that the asset was attempting to talk to at the time of being
thwarted.
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Mitigation
Dimension

Malware
Dimension

Bad HTTP Log

ADST Blocked
Fact

Date
Dimension

Asset
Dimension

Vuln
Dimension

Config
Dimension

Advanced Data Stealing Threat Mart
Figure 11.6 ADST High Level Mart

Table 11.5 ADST Blocked Fact
mit_id mal_id http_id date_http_start_id date_http_end_id asset_id vuln_id

■■

■■

■■
■■

date_http_start_id points to the date dimension indicating when the
ADST was first noticed. Nine times out of ten this will require querying back through HTTP proxy logs after the mitigation system and/
or the malware system becomes aware of the threat. This is easily
automated, but as previously stated the logs would likely be in a big
data system.
date_https_end_id would be the same as the previous but for when the
ADST was thwarted.
asset_id points to the asset in question.
vuln_id is populated if there is a correlation to a known vulnerability.
If it is the only populated ID, other than the date and asset fields, then
it would indicate that a patch was responsible for thwarting the ADST
instance.
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automated, but as previously stated the logs would likely be in a big
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REMEDIATION WORKFLOW FACTS
Asset

Asset_Key
Risk_Key
Remediation_Key

Risk

Remediate

Time

Day_key_risk_first_found
Day_key_risk_analysis_complete
Day_key_risk_last_found
Days_Existing
Day_key_eng_analysis_created
Day_key_eng_analysis_plan_start
Day_key_eng_analysis_plan_end
Day_key_eng_analysis_actual_start
Day_key_eng_analysis_actual_end
Analysis_Status
Analysis_Days_Reviewing
Day_key_gen_remediation_created
Day_key_gen_remediation_plan_start
Day_key_gen_remediation_plan_end
Day_key_gen_remediation_actual_start
Day_key_gen_remediation_actual_end
Gen_Remediation_Status
Gen_Remediation_Days_Reviewing
Day_key_app_owner_created
Day_key_app_owner_plan_start
Day_key_app_owner_plan_end
Day_key_app_owner_actual_start
Day_key_app_owner_actual_end
App_Owner_Status
App_Owner_Days_Reviewing
Day_key_outsourced_eng_created
Day_key_outsourced_eng_plan_start
Day_key_outsourced_eng_plan_end
Day_key_outsourced_eng_actual_start
Day_key_outsourced_eng_actual_end
Outsourced_Eng_Status
Outsourced_Eng_Days_Reviewing

Figure 11.7 Remediation Workflow Facts

This model becomes a simple template that can be reused to model a
number of security processes with multiple steps. It leverages dimensions
that you use to model your technical solutions as well. Thus we stay close
to the KISS model, agility and reuse.
In this chapter we provided a very brief glimpse into a powerful logical
tool for approaching operational security metrics: dimensional modeling.
This level of effectiveness metrics is little practiced in security, which as
stated is a crying shame. We think analyzing the effectiveness of your investments is a close second to using predictive analytics when deciding on
investments. We, in fact, would say that you are giving advantage to both
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A Call to Action

■■

The CSRM function will maintain cyberinsurance policies in conjunction with other corporate functions like legal and finance. CSRM provides the main parameters that inform the insurance models.

Organizational Roles and Responsibilities for CSRM
Figure 12.1 shows an example of an organizational structure for cyber
security risk. The structure is more appropriate for a large (Fortune 1000)
organization that is managing hundreds of millions of dollars, if not many
billions of dollars, at risk. It presupposes that technology investments are
key strategic initiatives, which is easy enough in this day and age. It also
presupposes that cybersecurity risks are considered a top-five, if not topthree, board-level/CEO risk.

Quantitative Risk Analysis
The quantitative risk analysis (QRA) team consists of trained analysts with a
great bedside manner. You could call them consultants or advisors, but the
distinction is that they have quantitative skills. They essentially are decision
scientists that can program and communicate clearly with subject matter
experts and leaders. This is a highly compensated function, typically with
graduate work in statistics and/or a quantitative MBA. While degrees are
nice, quantitative skill and business acumen are key. The more readily available statistics and quantitative business experts will need to work side-byside with security SMEs and leadership. As the reality of cybersecurity as a
measurement discipline (as most sciences are) sets in, this role and skill set
will be more plentiful.

Chief Technology
Risk Officer
(CTRO)

Quantitative
Risk Analysis
(QRA)

Training &
Development

Analytics
Technology

Figure 12.1 Cybersecurity Risk Management Function

Program
Management
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Selected Distributions
Distribution Name: Triangular
90%

0
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5 million

Figure A.1 Triangular Distribution
Parameters:
■■
■■
■■

UB (Upper bound)
LB (Lower bound)
Mode—this may be any value between UB and LB.

Note that UB and LB are absolute outer limits—a 100% CI.
For a triangular distribution, the UB and LB represent absolute limits.
There is no chance that a value could be generated outside of these bounds.
In addition to the UB and LB, this distribution also has a mode that can
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vary to any value between the UB and LB. This is sometimes useful as a
substitute for a lognormal, when you want to set absolute limits on what the
values can be but you want to skew the output in a way similar to a lognormal. It is useful in any situation where you know of absolute limits but the
most likely value might not be in the middle, like the normal distribution.
■■

■■

■■

When to Use: When you want control over where the most likely value
is compared to the range, and when the range has absolute limits.
Examples: Number of records lost if you think the most likely number
is near the top of the range and yet you have a finite number of records
you know cannot be exceeded.
Excel Formula:
=IF(Rand()<=Mode,1,0)*((Mode-LB)^2)/((UB-LB)*(Mode-LB))
+IF(Rand()>Mode,1,0)*(1-((UB-Mode)^2)/((UB-LB)*(UB-Mode)))

■■

Mean: = (LB+Mode+UB)/3

Distribution Name: Binary
.8
.6
.4
.2
0

1

Figure A.2 Binary Distribution
Parameters:
■■

P (Event probability)

Note that P is between 0 and 1. It represents how frequently the simulation will randomly produce an event.
Unlike the other distributions mentioned here, a discrete binary distribution (also known as a Bernoulli distribution) generates just two possible outcomes: success or failure. The probability of success is p and the probability
of failure is q = (1 – p). For example, if success means to flip a fair coin
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heads‐up, the probability of success is p = .5, and the probability of failure
is q = (1 – .5) = .5.
■■

■■
■■
■■

When to Use: This is used in either/or situations—something either
happens or it doesn’t.
Example: The occurrence of a data breach in a given period of time.
Excel Formula: =if(rand() < P,1,0)
Mean: =P

Distribution Name: Normal
90%

0

1 million
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4 million
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Figure A.3 Normal Distribution
Parameters:
■■
■■

UB (Upper bound)
LB (Lower bound)

Note that LB and UB in the Excel formula below represent a 90% CI. There
is a 5% chance of being above the UB and a 5% chance of being below the LB.
A normal (or Gaussian) distribution is a bell‐shaped curve that is symmetrically distributed about the mean.
1. Many natural phenomena follow this distribution but in some applications it will underestimate the probability of extreme events.
2. Empirical rule: Nearly all data points (99.7%) will lie within three standard deviations of the mean.
■■

■■

When to Use: When there is equal probability of observing a result
above or below the mean.
Examples: Test scores, travel time.
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■■
■■

Excel Formula: =norminv(rand(),(UB + LB)/2,(UB‐LB)/3.29)
Mean: =((UB + LB)/2)

Distribution Name: Lognormal
90%

0

1 million

2 million

3 million

4 million

5 million

Figure A.4 Lognormal Distribution

Parameters:
■■
■■

UB (Upper bound)
LB (Lower bound)

Note that LB and UB in the Excel formula below represent a 90% CI.
There is a 5% chance of being above the UB and a 5% chance of being
below the LB.
The lognormal distribution is an often preferred alternative to the
normal distribution when a sample can only take positive values. Consider the expected future value of a stock price. In the equation S1 =
S0e(r), S1 is the future stock price, S0 is the present stock price, and r is
the expected rate of return. The expected rate of return follows a normal distribution and may very well take a negative value. The future
price of a stock, however, is bounded at zero. By taking the exponent
of the normally distributed expected rate of return, we will generate a
lognormal distribution where a negative rate may have an adverse effect
on the future stock price, without ever leading the stock price below
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the zero bound. It also allows for the possibility of extreme values on
the upper end and, therefore, may fit some phenomena better than a
normal.
■■

■■
■■

■■

When to Use: To model positive values that are primarily moderate in
scope but have potential for rare extreme events.
Examples: Losses incurred by a cyberattack, the cost of a project.
Excel Formula: =lognorm.inv(rand(),(ln(UB) + ln(LB))/2, (ln(UB)‐
ln(LB))/3.29)
Mean: = ((ln(UB)+ln(LB))/2)

Distribution Name: Beta
α=2
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Figure A.5 Beta Distribution
Parameters:
■■
■■

Alpha (1 + Number of hits)
Beta (1 + Number of misses)

Beta distributions are extremely versatile. They can be used to generate
values between 0 and 1 but where some values are more likely than others.
This result can also be used in other formulas to generate any range of
values you like. They are particularly useful when modeling the frequency
of an event, especially when the frequency is estimated based on random
samples of a population or historical observations. In this distribution it is
not quite as easy as in other distributions to determine the parameters based
only on upper and lower bounds. The only solution is iteratively trying different “alpha” and “beta” values until you get the 90% CI you want. If alpha
and beta are each greater than 1 and equal to each other, then it will be
symmetrical, where values near .5 are the most likely and less likely further
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away from .5. The larger you make both alpha and beta, the narrower the
distribution. If you make alpha larger than beta, the distribution will skew
to the left, and if you make beta larger, it skews to the right.
To test alpha and beta, just check the UB and LB of a stated 90%
CI by computing the fifth and ninety‐fifth percentile values. That is
betainv(.05,alpha,beta) and betainv(.95,alpha,beta). You can check that
the mean and mode are what you expect by computing the following:
mean=alpha/(alpha+beta), and mode (the most likely value) is mode=
(alpha‐1)/(alpha+beta‐2). Or you can just use the spreadsheet at www
.howtomeasureanything.com/cybersecurity to test the bounds, means, and
modes from a given alpha and beta to get good approximations of what
you are estimating.
■■

■■

■■
■■

When to Use: Any situation that can be characterized as a set of “hits”
and “misses.” For each hit, increase alpha by 1. For each miss, increase
beta by 1.
Examples: Frequency of an event (such as a data breach) when the
frequency is less than 1 per time unit (e.g., year), the proportion of
employees following a security procedure correctly.
Excel Formula: =betainv(rand(),alpha,beta)
Mean: =(alpha/(alpha + beta))

Distribution Name: Power Law
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Figure A.6 Power Law Distribution
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Parameters:
■■
■■

Alpha (Shape parameter)
Theta (Location parameter)

The power law is a useful distribution for describing phenomena with extreme, catastrophic possibilities—even more than lognormal. For events such
as forest fires, the vast majority of occurrences are limited to an acre or less
in scope. On rare occasions, however, a forest fire may spread over hundreds
of acres. The “fat tail” of the power law distribution allows us to acknowledge
the common small event, while still accounting for more extreme possibilities.
■■

■■

■■
■■

When to Use: When you want to make sure that catastrophic events,
while rare, will be given nontrivial probabilities.
Examples: Phenomena like earthquakes, power outages, epidemics,
and other types of “cascade failures” have this property.
Excel Formula: =(theta/x)^alpha
Mean: =(alpha*theta/(alpha‐1))

Distribution Name: Truncated Power Law
90%
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Figure A.7 Truncated Power Law Distribution
Parameters:
■■
■■
■■

Alpha (Shape parameter)
Theta (Location parameter)
T (Truncated limit)
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Crucial data in this case came from Microsoft’s published data3 on malware clean rates on various operating systems. Unsurprisingly, the data
show that more recent versions of Windows are substantially more secure
against malware attacks, and MacOS and Linux are more secure than Windows. What is perhaps unexpected is the degree to which the OS version
can affect the frequency of successful attack.
Figure B.1 shows an analysis of a high‐tech company in a highly competitive industry where espionage is a very real business risk. We estimated
the probability (expected frequency) of espionage attack at about 12%, as
shown by the leftmost bar in the graph. (In other words, given eight similar companies, it should be expected that about one of them will incur a
successful espionage attack every year.) This estimate arises from the company’s industry, number of employees, and IT infrastructure; the calculation
was based on several trends and correlations gleaned from successive years
of the Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report,4 the U.S. Census Bureau,
and other sources.
Decoy training reduces the expected frequency of attack substantially,
as seen on the next bar to the right: the 12% drops to 2%. But moving
further rightward we see an even more dramatic countermeasure: upgrading all of this company’s Windows 7 computers to Windows 8 reduces the
espionage probability to about 1%, even without decoy training (at time
of writing no data was yet available on Windows 10). Combining the OS
upgrade with decoy training, or using MacOS in lieu of Windows, yields
probability levels far below 1%.
Total Probability of Espionage

0.12
Probability of an Espionage Incident with
Modeled Changes to Training & Operating Systems

0.1
0.08

training(+) ......... with anti-phish training
training(–) ......... without anti-phish training
Current .............. 624 Windows 7, 64bit, 41 Mac OSX
All Windows 8 ... 665 Win

0.06
0.04
0.02
0
Current,
training (–)

Current, All Windows 8, All Mac, All Windows 8, All Mac,
training (+) training (–) training (–) training (+) training (+)

Figure B.1 Probability of an Espionage Incident with Modeled Changes to
Training and Operating Systems
OS upgrades have a cost as well, and it might make sense to upgrade
only computers used by system administrators or others with unusual
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access to sensitive data. Visibility on incident likelihood allows management
to weigh costs and risks and make decisions based on data.

Skyrocketing Breaches?
One often hears that the rate of breaches in the healthcare industry is skyrocketing. Indeed, well over 30 million patient records have been breached
in the United States alone since mandatory reporting was instituted in 2009.
But the wild‐eyed claims of soaring breach rates are not borne out by the
data. Breach occurrence has been quite stable over the past five years, when
measured in an actuarial context, and can be reasonably projected for future
years.
Our research shows a strong correlation between breach rate and number of employees working in an organization such as a healthcare provider.
(This is true in other industries as well.) We used the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services database of PHI breaches reported under the
2009 HITECH Act,5 and broke down the breach occurrence rate for each
year by state. Plotting against the healthcare employment data by state in
Figure B.2 shows a linear relationship.
25

Average Healthcare Data Breaches per Year by State
(years 2010 through 2014)
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Figure B.2 Average Data Breaches per Year by State
Can the slope in Figure B.2 (average breach count per employee) be
used to confidently predict expected incident frequency for an organization
going forward?
To answer that question, we show the trend over time in Figure B.3.
The rate of breaches per employee shot up when reporting first became
mandatory in 2009, but has since been quite steady. Only in one year (2013)
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Data Breach Rate by Year
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did the rate increase, and then at a rather modest 31%. This stable trend
is perhaps explained by the fact that the most common cause of breaches
is accidents, not external attacks. The projected incident frequency can be
combined with measurements of the at‐risk value of data assets for a credible, dollar‐quantified picture of an organization’s risk.

Year

Figure B.3 Data Breach Rate by Year as a Function of Number of Employees

Financial Impact of Breaches
We now turn from the expected frequency to the financial impact of cyber
breaches. The expense of a breach stems from the at‐risk value of the
breached assets, and that value may have a number of cost components:
notification and remediation; forensic, legal, and liability; and reputation
and long‐term business impact. Studies of breach cost are available from a
variety of sources, such as the Ponemon Institute.6 We have found, however,
that care is required in deploying this data in actuarial forecasting.
Estimating at‐risk value of data assets is beyond the scope of this essay,
but a simple example shows some of the challenges. Consider a database of
custodial data (e.g., customer, employee, or patient data) containing sensitive personal, financial, or health information. It is tempting simply to count
records and quote breach cost on a per‐record basis. But this assumes that
cost per record is constant, which turns out not to be the case.
Figure B.4 shows cost per record plotted against breach size on a log‐
log scale, and we see that breach cost per record declines logarithmically
as the number of records breached increases. This is perhaps unsurprising
as there are economies of scale in some of the cost elements. The key here
was to bring in data from companies’ SEC filings, in particular 10‐K reports,
which often include extensive detail on both short‐ and long‐term costs of
major breaches.7
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Figure B.4 Data on Breached Records: SEC Filings versus Ponemon
In sum, we see actuarial science as fertile ground for credible forecasting that can bring cybersecurity up to the level of sophistication in business
risk management long enjoyed in most other areas of risk.
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Figure B.5 The Distribution of Detection Times for Layers 1 and 2 of a Security
System

Window of Vulnerability for a Single Botnet
The average overall detection time of this botnet virus may be computed
as the weighted average 60% × 20 days + 40% × 60 days = 36 days. So on
average we are vulnerable to a single botnet for 36 days. The discipline of
probability management8 provides additional insights by explicitly representing the entire distribution as a set of historical or simulated realizations
called SIPs.9 Figure B.6 displays the SIPs (in this example, 10,000 simulated
outcomes) of both distributions in Figure B.5. Performing calculations with
SIPs (SIPmath) can be done in numerous software environments, including
the native spreadsheet.
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Figure B.6 SIPs of 10,000 Trials of Layer 1 and Layer 2 Detection Times

Recently Microsoft Excel has become powerful enough to process SIPs
of thousands of trials using its Data Table function.10 Figure B.7 displays
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Recently Microsoft Excel has become powerful enough to process SIPs
of thousands of trials using its Data Table function.10 Figure B.7 displays
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such a SIPmath model that combines the two distributions of Figure B.5 to
create a distribution of overall time to detection across both security layers.

Figure B.7 A SIPmath Excel Model to Calculate the Overall Detection
Distribution
This workbook takes the two SIPs of Figure B.6 as input, and then performs 10,000 calculations of cell C6 that randomly chooses the Layer 1 distribution 60% of the time and the Layer 2 SIP 40% of the time. The resulting
distribution clearly displays the two modes of detection. Press the calculate
key (F9 in Windows, = on Mac) to perform a new simulation of 10,000
trials. Note that the simulated average is very close to the theoretical value
of 36 days, yet 36 is a very unlikely outcome of the distribution. Also note
that because the distribution is asymmetric, the chance of vulnerability of
less than the average of 36 days is not 50%, but 63%. Experiment with the
chance of discovery at Layer 1 in cell D3 and the number of days in B11 to
see how the distribution, average, and chance change.
The formula used for calculating the average detection time over both
layers was technically correct in that it yielded 36 days, but it provides no
clue about the distribution. This is what I call the weak form of the Flaw of
Averages. The strong form is considerably worse, in that you don’t even get
the right average. The model of Figure B.7 created a SIP of its own, which
we can now use to explore the impact of multiple simultaneous botnet
attacks.

Window of Vulnerability for Multiple Botnets
Suppose we put a new system online, which is immediately attacked by
multiple viruses that all have the same distribution of detection times. Since
each virus is detected in an average of 36 days, you might think that the
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average vulnerability is again 36 days, as it was for the single virus. But it
is not, because your system remains vulnerable until the last of the botnets
is detected.
Figure B.8 displays the SIPs of 10 botnet detection times generated by
the simulation of Figure B.7. They all have the same numbers, but the order
has been scrambled in each to make them statistically independent.
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Figure B.8 The Detection Time SIPs of 10 Independent Botnets
These SIPs are used in the model in Figure B.9, which calculates the
distribution of the maximum of the detection times of all botnets in cell C14.
Note that you can adjust the number of botnets from between 1 and 10 with
the spinner control in column E. Before experimenting with this model,
close the model of Figure B.7, as it contains a Rand() formula, which can
slow down the calculation.

Figure B.9 Simulation of Multiple Botnets
Note that the average days of vulnerability increase as the number of
simultaneous attacks goes up, and that the chance of coming in at less than
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Figure B.9 Simulation of Multiple Botnets
Note that the average days of vulnerability increase as the number of
simultaneous attacks goes up, and that the chance of coming in at less than
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These results are dependent on the RockYou password space PMF.
Taking password policy into account by taking the conditional distribution
from RockYou that is compliant with the password policy, the initial set of
passwords that a user will pull from comes from a much higher entropy
distribution.
A simulation of various password policies and number of matches is
run using replacement for the number of matches to a password to empirically estimate the cumulative distribution functions under various password
policies. The number of vulnerable passwords—that is, passwords that have
a weak hint associated with them, based on the number of people sharing the password and the event that the password is reused—is used to
calculated the maximum likelihood estimate and 95% CIs for the single
employee’s rate of compromise.
Combining the reuse rate distribution with the single‐employee exposure distribution results in a range of outcomes (given in Figure B.10). The
solid lines show the MLE of the probability of exposure and the dotted lines
show the lower and upper bounds when using the 95% CI results with the
low and high values of the reuse rate distribution.
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Figure B.10 Probability of Compromise by Company Size and Password Policy
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determine damage. For wind perils, we can use data from wind tunnels,
computational fluid dynamics, postdisaster surveys, and engineering studies. For cyber, we are working with data that helps differentiate the risks
between various industries, company sizes, company locations, and other
features. The final step of the model is to estimate losses, including average
annual losses, 1 in 100 losses, 1 in 250 losses—for individual accounts as
well as entire portfolios of accounts. To do this, we need historical loss data.
We are working with several primary insurers to get such data, in return for
cyber‐risk consulting studies and early model results. This data allows us to
calibrate and validate the loss results that the model produces.
The recent vintage of available cyberattack data—essentially available
for only a few years—effectively ensures the “left censoring” referred to by
Andrew Jaquith. The extremely large number of cyber events during the
past few years ensures that the pool of data available is not impoverished
as a result. The large amounts of basic cyber data define the size and shape
of the bodies of fitted statistical distributions, very much akin to traditional
actuarial methods. That large volume of data assures that the parameters
fitted to those distributions are sufficiently robust to allow for sampling
from the tails. Here, catastrophe modeling diverges from traditional actuarial
practice—it is, indeed, the occasional Monte Carlo sample from the tail of
the distribution that results in the extreme scenarios that are the purview
of catastrophe modeling. It is only because the body of the distribution has
been fitted well that we have confidence in the structure of the tail. This
addresses the issue of determining extreme individual events in the catalog.
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Figure B.11 The AIR Worldwide Catastrophe Modeling Framework

